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SUMMARY: ... In the days and weeks following the September 11 terrorist attacks, reports emerged of
hate crimes, discrimination, and profiling directed at Arab Americans, Arabs, and Muslims in the United
States. ... Consider the remarks of the head of a Utah anti-undocumented immigrant group applauding the
pre-Winter Olympics sweep of undocumented airport workers in Salt Lake City, most of them Latina/o: ...
" Increased calls for border security after the September 11 terrorist attacks, as well as the practice of
profiling Arab Americans and Arabs in settings ranging from Department of Justice investigatory
interviews to airport passenger screenings, may signal invigorated use of profiling against Latinas/os,
particularly in the effort to interdict undocumented immigrants. ... Alarmingly, use of racial profiling in aid
of border security, immigration enforcement, and the war on drugs seems consistent with the newly
established prerogatives of the war on terrorism. ... Presumably, in the aftermath of September 11, some
employers might ground their customer preference policies in terms of workplace, customer, and even
societal safety through the detection of terrorist plots. ... Harboring false conceptions of Latinas/os as
unpatriotic, as criminally inclined, as drug smugglers and drug users, and as predominantly non-citizen and
even "illegal," our citizenry might be inclined to direct their eyes toward those of a stereotypical Latina/o
appearance. ...
[*1153]
In the days and weeks following the September 11 terrorist attacks, reports emerged of hate crimes,
discrimination, and profiling directed at Arab Americans, Arabs, and Muslims in the United States.n1
Although aware that the primary targets of the public and private response against terrorism were those of
Arab or Muslim appearance, I realized that the backlash within the United States also affected Latinas/os
and certain other subordinated groups. This Article grew out of my concern that while Latinas/os at first
might be deemed "safe" by the American public, n2 their negative societal construction made their
targeting inevitable as the fervent, amorphous war on terrorism took shape. n3 Below I detail perceptions of
Latinas/os in society's imagination [*1154] that might be relied upon to justify their inclusion in the war
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on terrorism. After reviewing the potential negative consequences for Latinas/os of government and private
action against terrorism, I assess the opportunities for positive transformation of our societal values in the
quest to define nationhood after September 11.
I
Constructing Latinas/os as a Terrorist Threat
Even before September 11, the dominant view of Arab Americans, and of Muslims, was that they were
violent terrorists, disloyal to the United States, and waging a holy war against America and other
enemies.n4 Prior terrorist attacks had galvanized public opinion against Arabs and Arab Americans as a
whole - in a 1991 poll conducted during the Gulf War, fifty-nine percent of Americans associated Arabs
with terrorists, fifty-eight percent with violence, and two-thirds felt there were too many Arab
immigrants. n5 Latinas/os too are not immune from these negative sentiments. Given their societal
construction as violent, foreign, criminal-minded, disloyal, and as overrunning the border, n6 there are
numerous grounds by which Americans might similarly construct Latinas/os as a terrorist threat.
Because undocumented immigrants are now seen as a national security threat, as would-be terrorists, the
longstanding association of Latinas/os with "illegal aliens" may cause Americans to view Latinas/os with
suspicion. Even if not viewed as terrorists themselves, Latina/o immigrants have been called into question
for their supposed willingness to aid terrorists in anti-American plots. Consider the remarks of the head of a
Utah anti-undocumented immigrant group applauding the pre-Winter Olympics sweep of undocumented
airport workers in Salt Lake City, most of them Latina/o:
This may be stereotyping, but, if you go to an illegal Mexican [*1155] working at the airport, and he has
access to airplanes, or he's manning a baggage check or whatever, and an Arab terrorist walks up to him
and says, "I'll give you $ 10,000 if you plant a 9-millimeter on the airplane for me," well, here's an
individual who's never stood up, held his hand over his heart and said, "I pledge allegiance to the flag and
to the country for which it stands." You think that Mexican is going to head south with the 10 grand? You
betcha.n7
Other avenues exist toward a societal profiling of Latinas/os as a security or terrorist threat. Fueled by
television and cinema, the societal association of Latinas/os with drugsn8 could shape a conception of
Latinas/os as "narco-terrorists." n9 Following the September 11 terrorist attacks, drug producing and drug
smuggling operations have come to be viewed as terrorist organizations. In February 2002, the Office of
National Drug Control Policy announced its initiative to educate Americans on the link between illicit
drugs and international terrorism. Pursuant to this campaign, two commercials debuted during the 2002
Super Bowl warning drug users that they were financing terrorists. According to Congressman Mark
Souder (R-IL), "Americans who buy and sell illegal narcotics are lending a helping hand to people like
those who attacked America on September 11." n10 In order to justify military intervention and policing
measures in the national and international war on drugs, government officials need only point to the
funding of al-Qaeda terrorist campaigns with proceeds from heroin produced in Afghanistan, a world leader
in opium production.
As a Presidential candidate, Richard Nixon announced that he would wage a "war" on drugs. As President
he deployed customs agents at the Mexican border as part of Operation Intercept to curtail drug smuggling.
In 1986, President Ronald Reagan issued a security directive classifying drugs, for the first time, as a
national security threat.n11 But Latinas/os in Texas remember the [*1156] tragic consequence of
militarizing enforcement against drugs, especially when it involves placing military troops along the U.S.Mexico border. In May, 1997, a camouflaged squad of U.S. Marines patrolling near the Rio Grande on an
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anti-drug assignment shot and killed teenager Ezequiel Hernandez who was tending goats on horseback as
part of a church project. Ezequiel, who hoped to become a park ranger, carried an old pump-action .22 rifle
to fend off rattlesnakes and predators. Although the Marines claimed that Ezequiel fired at them and they
acted in self-defense, Ezequiel was shot in the side, an angle inconsistent with this account. More chilling
still, while the Marines waited twenty-two minutes before rendering first aid or calling for emergency help,
young Ezequiel bled to death.n12 As a consequence of the shooting, then Defense Secretary William
Cohen ordered the disarmament of all federal troops engaged in anti-drug missions at the border. Though it
may be forgotten in the haste to fight terrorism, Ezequiel's death provides "smoking gun" evidence of the
folly of militarizing the Mexican border.
In addition to their societal association with drug trafficking, Mexican Americansn13 have been linked to
terrorism by at least two other avenues - a revisioning of their longstanding bandido construction, and their
supposed affinity with the villainized image of suicide bombers that has come to define America's view of
Palestinians. Within days after September 11, the media began to suggest the parallels between the hunt
launched in Afghanistan for Osama bin Laden and the major military mission initiated in 1916 to hunt
Mexican General Francisco "Pancho" Villa in Northern Mexico. A former ally of the United States, as was
bin Laden, Villa attacked a New Mexico town in early 1916 [*1157] killing seventeen Americansn14
while stealing horses and guns. Villa's motivation for the raid remains unclear. Most suggest that a change
in United States' policy which had previously supported Villa's endeavors in Mexico with guns and arms
led him to attack the town that had formerly supplied him with weapons. A few even suggest that the
United States government orchestrated the raid by payment to Villa hoping to spark military enlistment and
patriotism toward American involvement in World War I. Whatever the raid's motivation, President
Woodrow Wilson responded by mobilizing as many as 150,000 troops, and sending battalions into Mexico
with horses, tanks, trucks, and open-cockpit planes in a failed effort to find Villa in the hill country of
Chihuahua, Mexico. n15 Post-September 11 comparisons between Villa and bin Laden were drawn not
merely for the similarities in an unfruitful search by the American military, but also for the terrorist identity
of both men. For example, a relative of one of the dead in New Mexico suggested that while Villa was
considered a "bandit" back then, "by today's terms, he was a terrorist." n16 Emerging from the physical,
cultural, political, and economic displacement of Mexicans in the U.S.-Mexico war and thereafter, the reallife bandidos at the time have now been revisioned by some as bin Laden-like terrorists.
In the 1970s, the Brown Berets, a paramilitary group of Chicanas and Chicanos dressed in army fatigues
and brown berets, modeled after the Black Panthers, helped create a stereotype of Chicanas/os as violent
activists.n17 Today, some American vigilantes frustrated with the government's inability to bring bin Laden
to justice have resurrected this image of the violent Chicana/o to construct Mexican Americans and other
Latinas/os as a more accessible terrorist enemy on American soil. College campus MEChA organizations,
comprised mostly of Chicana/o students, but also of other Latinas/os, have been targeted by hate speech
that compares their organizations to al-Qaeda. Ostensibly, these vigilantes point to the supposed campaign
by MEChA organizations [*1158] to liberate the Southwest from the United States and return it to
Mexico, as reflected in El Plan Espiritual de Aztlan from 1969, an activist Chicana/o manifesto, which
provides in part:
In the spirit of a new people that is conscious not only of the proud historical heritage but also of the brutal
"gringo" invasion of our territories, we, the Chicano inhabitants and civilizers of the northern land of
Aztlan from whence came our forefathers, reclaiming the land of their birth and consecrating the
determination of our people of the sun, declare that the call of our blood is our power, our responsibility,
and our inevitable destiny ... .
Brotherhood unites us, and love for our brothers makes us a people whose time has come and who struggles
against the foreigner "gabacho" who exploits our riches and destroys our culture ... .n18
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A hate e-mail sent to a West Coast campus MEChA organization quoted part of this Plan de Aztlan in
contending that MEChA is a "terrorist organization" of "evil terrorists ... no better than Osama Bin Laden"
seeking to "destroy the country."n19 In April 2002, I was interviewed by a conservative talk radio show
host in Portland, Oregon who strove to construct Chicana/o college students as terrorist operatives. He drew
a connection between the struggles of Palestinians for land and nationhood in the West Bank and the
supposed Chicana/o mission to reclaim Aztlan, enabling him to transfer his construction of all Palestinians
as suicide bombers to Chicanas/os and other Latinas/os by asking me the absurd question: "When will the
suicide bombings start in Aztlan?"
After September 11, not only Mexican "bandidos" but also urban Latina/o "gangbangers" are being
revisioned as terrorists. This threatening image has roots that extend to media and societal conceptions in
1940s Los Angeles of Mexican American youth known as "Pachucos" who were vilified in local
newspapers as a foreign-sourced threat during World War II, leading to the so-called Zoot Suit Riots in
which off-duty Anglo servicemen, and Anglo civilians, stormed barrio neighborhoods to assault these
Latino youth. The recent arrest of Puerto Rican Abdullah al Muhajir, formerly Jose Padilla, once a gang
member [*1159] in Chicago, has come to represent the association of Latino gang members with terrorist
operatives. Padilla has been held in military prison as an "enemy combatant" while being interrogated for
his role in planning a potential "dirty bomb" attack.n20 A former FBI deputy director of counterterrorism
made the leaps from Latina/o ethnicity to Latina/o gang membership to terrorism seem like baby steps in
contending "if you look at Padilla's background - Puerto Rican, gang member, time in prison, a convert to
Islam - what you see is a potential resource for al-Qaeda." n21 Because the public views Latinas/os of all
origins, particularly Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans, as gang members, this association of
gangbangers and terrorists provides yet another societal linkage between Latinas/os and terrorism.
The history of struggle for Puerto Rican self-determination presents another possibility for constructing
Puerto Ricans as terrorists. Particularly in the 1950s, and again in the 1970s and early 1980s, media
coverage of violence in the United States by pro-independence supporters prompted stereotypes of Puerto
Ricans as revolutionary-minded and as terrorists. Among the notorious incidents was the attempted
assassination of President Truman in 1950 by Oscar Collazo and Griselio Torresola, two activists in the
Puerto Rican Nationalist Party seeking independence from United States colonialism. While attempting to
enter the Blair House in Washington D.C. where President Truman was staying, Collazo and Torresola
killed one White House guard and wounded two others. Guards killed Torresola and injured Collazo.
Truman ultimately commuted Collazo's death sentence to one of life imprisonment, and President Carter
freed Collazo in 1979.
In 1954, four Puerto Rican Nationalists entered the public gallery [*1160] overlooking the floor of the
U.S. House of Representatives. One of them, Dolores Lolita Lebron, shouted "Free Puerto Rico," and
began shooting with her companions onto the House floor. Together, they wounded five Congressmen
before being overpowered. They were sentenced to fifty years imprisonment. Also charged and convicted
were several Puerto Ricans alleged to have engaged in seditious conspiracy in planning the attack.n22
In the 1970s, the Puerto Rican nationalist group Fuerzas Armadas de Liberacion Nacional - Armed Forces
of National Liberation (FALN) claimed credit for several bombings in Chicago, New York, and Puerto
Rico, including the so-called Fraunces Tavern Bombing which killed four people and injured over fifty in a
historic New York tavern.n23 Those convicted for the bombing campaign ultimately were given clemency
by President Clinton in 1999.
Despite the gravity of the real-life violence in the 1950s through the 1970s, what went unpublicized was the
counter-record of political violence and persecution carried out against pro-independence activists in Puerto
Rico by Puerto Rican authorities and United States intelligence agencies such as the FBI. Indeed, from
1948 until 1957, Puerto Rican law criminalized the mere advocacy of independence.n24 These longrunning
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government efforts to sabotage the nationalist movement, highlighted by the bloody Ponce Massacre in
1937, have been well documented by Pedro Malavet. n25
II
The War on Terrorism and Its Consequences for Latinas/os
Although primarily impacting Arab Americans, Arabs, and [*1161] Muslims,n26 the war on terrorism
has harmed Latinas/os as well as certain other subordinated groups. Its consequences reach both
undocumented and documented Latina/o immigrants, and beyond to Latina/o citizens.
A. Non-Citizen Latinas/os: Baggage and Borders
Some ramifications of the war on terrorism have affected non-citizen Latinas/os, the documented and
undocumented alike. Because other commentators have addressed the undermining of civil rights
protections of immigrants accomplished by the USA PATRIOT Act,n27 I will address different
consequences here. n28
Following the terrorist events of September 11, many called into question the patriotism of Latinas/os,
especially of undocumented immigrants. In San Francisco and elsewhere, local authorities began to crack
down on day laborers waiting for employment, most of them non-citizen Latinas/os. In early 2002, federal
officials carried out Operation Tarmac, an immigration enforcement sweep aimed at undocumented
(Latina/o) airport workers with access to restricted areas such as airplanes, runways, and flight meal
kitchens.n29 As quoted above, the head of a Utah anti-immigrant group justified this federal round-up of
undocumented workers at Salt Lake City's airport by answering whether "illegal" Mexican airport
employees would take money from "Arab" terrorists to plant weapons on planes and then "head south" with
their ill-gotten gains - "You betcha." n30 Doubting the patriotism of even documented but noncitizen
Latinas/os [*1162] and other immigrants, in the post-September 11 federal takeover of airport security,
Congress imposed a citizenship requirement on airport screeners,n31 a substantial number of which are
non-citizen Latinas/os. n32 In the months ahead, we can expect to hear increased calls for such citizenship
requirements in the transportation industry as well as in other vulnerable industries. n33
Launched in October 1994 by the Clinton Administration, the stepped-up border enforcement program
known primarily as Operation Gatekeepern34 has led to the deaths of countless Latina/o immigrants
steered away from border crossings near urban centers to remote treacherous areas. n35 America's response
to the terrorist events of September 11 will only increase the migrant carnage. Back in 1993, in setting the
stage for Operation Gatekeeper's increase in border enforcement manpower, technology, and infrastructure,
President Clinton had remarked at a press conference about the need to enhance border patrols to protect
against terrorism:
The simple fact is that we must not, and we will not, surrender our borders to those [lazy Mexicans?] who
wish to exploit our history of compassion and justice. We cannot tolerate those who traffic in human cargo,
nor can we allow our people to be [*1163] endangered by those who would enter our country to terrorize
Americans ... .
Today, we send a strong and clear message. We will make it tougher for illegal aliens to get into our
country.n36
Despite the horrible toll resulting from border build-up, public opinion shortly before the September 11
tragedy nonetheless called for increased measures to hamper entry of Mexicans and other Latinas/os. A
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Time/CNN poll in May, 2001 determined that fifty-three percent of those sampled felt it should be made
harder for people to cross the Mexican border into the United States while only fifteen percent favored
easing restrictions.n37
As public sentiment after September 11 builds toward establishing even tougher immigration restrictions at
the Canadian and Mexican borders, migrating workers from Mexico and Central America will face a more
perilous gauntlet in their efforts to reach jobs in the United States. Even prior to the terrorist attacks,
President Bush supported increasing the number of Border Patrol agents. After the attacks, Bush called for
doubling the funding for national security including border enforcement.n38
Shortly before September 11, the Fox and Bush administrations were engaged in promising negotiations
addressing the status of the estimated three or four million undocumented immigrants in the United States
from Mexico. Mexico pushed for amnesty to legalize these immigrants, while Bush seemed to prefer a
temporary "guest worker" program.n39 Negotiations between the governments broke down after September
11 as the economy slowed and U.S. priorities shifted toward heightened border security and against
facilitating immigration. Indeed, September 11 reinvigorated anti-immigrant voices and has led to
proposals in Congress to reduce immigration levels. n40
[*1164]
B. Consequences Reaching Citizen Latinas/os
1. Racial Profiling
For Arab Americans, their media and societal construction as terrorists has led to racial profiling,
particularly in the transportation industry. A nationwide poll taken shortly after September 11 confirmed
that thirty-five percent of respondents had less trust of Arab Americans after the attacks.n41 Translating to
legal policy, over half surveyed favored subjecting Arabs, including Arab Americans, to "'special, more
intensive security checks' before boarding planes in the United States." n42 As a Louisiana Congressman
put it, "If I see someone come in [the airport] and he's got a diaper on his head and a fan belt around that
diaper on his head, that guy needs to be pulled over and checked." n43 Airport security experts urged
Congress in 2002 to authorize screening of passengers based on racial and ethnic profiling, thus avoiding
wasting attention on "low-risk passengers." n44 Increased calls for border security after the September 11
terrorist attacks, as well as the practice of profiling Arab Americans and Arabs in settings ranging from
Department of Justice investigatory interviews to airport passenger screenings, may signal invigorated use
of profiling against Latinas/os, particularly in the effort to interdict undocumented immigrants. Since most
of the public, as well as many public officials, have no foolproof means of identifying Arabs or Muslims
based on sight, efforts to target them through profiling undoubtedly will ensnare Latinas/os, many of whom
resemble Arabs. Shortly after September 11, for example, schoolchildren taunted both Latina/o and Arab
students at some schools, apparently confusing Latinas/os with Arabs Americans, or simply lashing out at
any non-White students. n45
Racial profiling aimed at Latinas/os and African Americans [*1165] has long been used by some law
enforcement officials in immigration enforcement, the war on drugs, and in traffic stops. Before September
11, political progress was evident in the campaign against racial profiling in police traffic stops.
Community groups were negotiating with local police and, at the national level, President Bush and
Attorney General Ashcroft had publicly condemned racial profiling in traffic stops.n46 The shift in public
and government sentiment after September 11 toward profiling of Arabs and Muslims in anti-terrorist
agendas halted the momentum against racial profiling in contexts such as traffic stops. Capturing popular
sentiment, a law professor with whom I had previously debated the propriety of profiling stated matter of
factly to me that the events of September 11 ratify racial profiling.
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Alarmingly, use of racial profiling in aid of border security, immigration enforcement, and the war on drugs
seems consistent with the newly established prerogatives of the war on terrorism. At the local law
enforcement level, community groups resisting profiling in traffic stops must now contend with the
bolstered reputation of law enforcement officials as national heroes in the post September 11 political
climate. Further, in Florida, the Justice Department reached agreement with state officials to train state law
enforcement personnel in enforcing federal immigration laws, suggesting the potential for racial profiling
in federal immigration enforcement to pervade state law enforcement activities.n47
2. Assimilation Pressures
Along with other LatCrit scholars,n48 I have written extensively about the modern English language
movement that focused first on the adoption of Official English and English-Only laws by [*1166]
federal, state, and local government, and more recently on initiatives eradicating bilingual education.
Despite some success at the state and local levels, national Official English/English-Only legislation has
not been enacted, although in 1996 such legislation did pass the House.n49 Until derailed by national
security concerns, the summer of 2001 found President Bush developing a guest worker proposal
authorizing the entry of Mexican workers into the United States. Unlike prior proposals, the 2001 plan was
to include a language component to require the learning of English. As one Bush aide described the English
requirement, "Bush wants the American public to hear, 'These guys are coming here to work, not to be on
the dole.'" n50
The terrorist events of September 11 may both increase the pressure on Latinas/os to assimilate, as well as
transform what assimilation should entail. Those events and the ensuing military response have led
Americans to emphasize unity in culture and values, and to look with greater suspicion on immigrants and
others considered to be foreigners. Under this invigorated assimilationist regime, Latinas/os can expect
increased hostility against the Spanish language as a marker of foreignness. In the case of language, postSeptember 11 prerogatives to ensure national security and to detect terrorist plots are linked to justifications
employed in the past to explain private language vigilantism. Tavern-owners, for example, have defended
against legal challenges to their English language policies for customers by claiming that they were keeping
peace in the bar by detecting "fighting words" - as one put it, "If they're speaking Spanish, how is my
bartender going to know if they're cussing."n51 A similar justification led a Washington state trial judge to
conclude a tavern owner had lawfully enforced an English-Only policy against her customers to ensure the
safety of her property and others in the bar. As one tavern customer maintained: "They start speaking their
own language and we don't know what they're saying. They could be insulting us, making fun of our
[*1167] wives or figuring out a way to rob the place."n52 With the judge's finding of a non-discriminatory
purpose, the tavern owner was insulated from liability under civil rights laws that require proof of
purposeful discrimination. n53 This fear of conspiracies crafted in Spanish was even reflected in the 2001
blockbuster film Training Day, when undercover narcotics officer Denzel Washington warned his new
partner that an ignorance of "Espa<tild n>ol" would get him killed: "These [Latino] motherfuckers out here
are plotting all kinds of shit behind your back." n54 Employers too have relied on similar justifications
(such as protection against conspiracies for theft) in imposing workplace English-Only policies on their
employees. n55
No doubt the September 11 events will further legitimize these private language policies. Should a tavern
owner be sued for its English language policy applicable to its customers, the owner might claim that it was
trying to facilitate the role of its employees and English-speaking customers to detect the makings of
terrorist plots. Similarly, an airline or other transit service might adopt an English language requirement for
domestic travel to aid its passengers in detecting and preventing terrorist plans, as well as to ease the
discomfort of some travelers who might view non-English speakers as dangerous foreigners conspiring
toward disaster. Employers in the transportation or transportation-related industries, such as airline food
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caterers, as well as other vulnerable industries, such as power plant or chemical facilities, might too
demand English from their employees in the interest of ensuring workplace security and safety.
In challenges to these rules under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits employment
discrimination on the basis of race, color, sex, religion, and national origin,n56 employers will suggest a
legitimate business necessity to justify their policy. Although the standards for survival of employer
English language policies under Title VII disparate impact scrutiny are still [*1168] emerging,n57 it
seems apparent that language policies intended to ensure workplace safety for employees and customers are
less likely to be invalidated than those not claiming a safety justification. For example, a compliance
manual used by Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) investigators suggests that a rule
requiring all workers on an oil-rig deck to speak English to enable them to communicate quickly and
respond effectively to emergencies would potentially be lawful. n58
By contrast, the EEOC has viewed customer preference rationales as suspect and potentially illegitimate, at
least where the employees are not speaking directly to the customer. The courts have upheld English
language policies addressing direct communication with customers. The most notable decision involved the
termination of a Latino disc jockey from a popular Southern California radio station after he refused to stop
mixing Spanish into his radio broadcasts. A consultant for the radio station found the jockey's bilingual
format hurt ratings among Anglo listeners by confusing them about the station's programming.n59 But a
tougher question is presented when language policies govern conversation between employees that
customers or other employees might overhear. n60 The EEOC manual suggests it would [*1169] possibly
be impermissible for a retailer to require English at all times because its customers object to overhearing its
employees speaking Spanish.n61 Employers have sought to justify such rules in stressful environments
such as hospitals and nursing homes n62 where hearing an unfamiliar language allegedly would intimidate
an ailing patient. Thus, the employer tries to portray customer preference, or even prejudice, as a safety
issue. n63 Presumably, in the aftermath of September 11, some employers might ground their customer
preference policies in terms of workplace, customer, and even societal safety through the detection of
terrorist plots.
As a consequence of the terrorist attacks, decreased tolerance for Third World traditions and practices in
the United States, particularly religious practices, may foretell disapproval and distrust among Anglos of
non-"traditional" Latina/o religions such as Santeria, and religious observances such as Dia de los Muertos,
that may be regarded as capable of galvanizing "foreigners" to engage in anti-American acts. The Mexican
holiday Cinco de Mayo, however, now commodified by the American liquor and tavern industries into a
Mardi Gras-like celebration of alcohol, is unlikely to be seen as a threat to patriotism.
Reliance on appearance to identify those persons with the will to commit anti-American acts suggests a
centripetal force toward homogeneity in dress among Latinas/os and others desiring to avoid profiling as
anti-American. Mere baggy pant attire and "Pachuco" haircuts were enough to prompt attack from Anglo
servicemen and civilians in the Zoot Suit Riots in 1940s Los Angeles. In the unsuccessful political
campaign against California's Proposition 187, Californians reacted negatively toward media coverage of
rallies showing Latinas/os carrying Mexican flags. [*1170] After September 11, Arab Americans
especially understand the currency of the American flag, as many Arab American merchants felt compelled
to fly the American flag out of fear for their economic and physical well-being.
In schools, the terrorist events and specter of war will increase pressures on curriculum and on teachers to
create a unifying cultural bond among students, not only as to language but also by suppressing curriculum
and historical lessons that could detract from the view of America and Americans as culturally and morally
superior to enemies of the state. The risk of heightened subversion of history in public schools was brought
home by the Pentagon proposal in February 2002 to deliberately plant false stories to influence foreign
perceptions of the United States in the interest of the war on terrorism.n64 By early 2002, U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Anthony Kennedy and the American Bar Association had launched a school curricular
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initiative, called "Dialogue on Freedom," under which lawyers and judges will visit high schools to instruct
on core democratic values. Moved by his perception of a lack of moral outrage over the terrorist events by
some high school students, Kennedy created the program to teach "fundamental values and universal moral
precepts." n65
As early as 1990, a national survey had found that sixty-one percent of Whites believed Hispanics were less
patriotic than Whites.n66 Despite the recurrent questioning of Latina/o patriotism, Latinas/os have a
distinguished war record in World War II and Vietnam. Gil Carrasco has described the loyalty of Latino
soldiers fighting for the United States in World War II:
Throughout the course of World War II, no Latino soldier was ever charged with desertion, treason, or
cowardice. The bravery of Latino troops was recognized in the many medals awarded to Mexican
Americans, including the Congressional Medal of Honor (the United States' highest honor), the Silver Star,
the Bronze Star, and the Distinguished Service Cross. ... Because Mexican Americans seem to have
gravitated to the most dangerous sections of the armed forces, they were overrepresented [*1171] on
military casualty lists.n67
As many as one-half million Latinas/os served in World War II, including 53,000 Latinas/os from Puerto
Rico.n68 Although Latinas/os served in the Vietnam War in disproportionate numbers, one writer was
struck by their invisibility "in the histories, oral histories, and literary anthologies of the Viet Nam War
era." n69 Perhaps this omission led then Presidential candidate Pat Buchanan to ask the astounding
question in 1995, while questioning the inclusion of Latinas/os in affirmative action programs, of how the
federal government could justify "favoring sons of Hispanics over sons of white America who fought in
World War II or Vietnam?" n70 At the same time that Latinas/os were dying abroad in Vietnam, some
Latinas/os, particularly Chicanas/os in Southern California, were rallying against the Vietnam War and the
injustices they perceived, particularly that soldiers of color were being placed on the front lines and that the
casualty rate for Mexican Americans in Vietnam was over fifty percent higher than their proportion to the
total population in the United States. n71 Anti-war protest in East Los Angeles even led to a police
[*1172] riot in 1970 which killed Ruben Salazar, a Los Angeles Times reporter writing about police
brutality in the Chicana/o community.n72
The presence of Latino soldiers on the front lines while the Latina/o community back home both protested
and supported the war reflected the diversity of the Latina/o experience and the complex dynamics among
Latinas/os with regard to assimilative pressures in American society. Some Latinas/os, well represented by
conservatives Richard Rodriguez and Linda Chavez, advocate that Latinas/os should abandon their culture
and embrace an Anglo vision of assimilation and acculturation that includes a no-compromise adoption of
English, in essence jumping into the assimilation pool feet first. From this dark side of the assimilationist
ideal come incidents such as the Latino in Arizona who within one week of September 11 shot and killed a
bearded Sikh from India who wore a turban, shouting as he was arrested, "I stand for America all the
way."n73 Other Latinas/os, particularly some activist Chicanas/os, want no part of the assimilation pool,
preferring to plant their feet in a separatist vision of Aztlan, an independent Puerto Rico, or another
sovereign nation dismissive of Americanization. Chicano activist Corky Gonzales penned the anthem for
this anti-assimilationist view in his poem, I Am Joaquin, in which he refuses to be "absorbed." n74 Yet, as
Laura Padilla has observed, "neither of these extreme views of assimilation represent the views of most
Latinos." n75 Rather, most Latinas/os hold a more practical attitude toward assimilation that keeps both
cultures afloat. Their attitude is reflected by a 1998 national survey concluding that Latinas/os
overwhelmingly favor bilingual education programs designed to facilitate the learning of both Spanish and
English. n76
3. The Eyes and Ears of Alert Citizens
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Vigilante violence directed at Latinas/os has a long history in [*1173] the United States. A Texas
historian has recounted the scores of lynchings and mutilations of Mexicans in Texas in the 1800s.n77 In
the 1850s, many Mexicans were whipped, branded, or hung by vigilantes who enforced laws in the
California gold rush days. n78 One vigilante at the time proffered that "To shoot these Greasers ain't the
best way. Give 'em a fair trial, and rope 'em up with all the majesty of the law. That's the cure." n79
These attitudes of indifference toward Latina/o life have survived into the present day, with "wetbacks" and
"illegals," or those perceived to be undocumented, as the primary targets of violence and threats of
violence. In the mid-1990s, vigilante groups in California began to police the San Diego airport as the
"Airport Posse" to search for and to intimidate any arriving undocumented immigrants. Wearing blue and
yellow T-shirts with the words "U.S. Citizen Patrol" and a Border Patrol-like logo, these vigilantes
patrolled the airport taking notes, reminding airport personnel to enforce the FAA rule requiring proper
photo identification, and inspecting and subjecting those with a Latina/o appearance to scrutiny as if they
were a prison chain-gang.n80 The Border Patrol and the INS took no official position against the patrolling,
with one INS spokesperson suggesting "[They're] exercising their constitutional right to be at the airport,
just like the guy playing his tambourine." n81 In the earlier but similarly minded "Light Up the Border"
campaign, vigilantes in Southern California would gather by the hundreds in 1989 and 1990 to shine their
car headlights at the border toward Tijuana to deter night crossings - eventually they were met by counterdemonstrators holding up mirrors and reflective foil. n82
Since 1994, federal border enforcement policies have directed migrants away from urban centers and
freeways in Southern California and toward the sparsely populated California and Arizona [*1174]
deserts.n83 This increased foot traffic led ranchers in Arizona to arm themselves and to initiate vigilante
patrols - first as property owners ostensibly to protect against property damage, later as activists to draw
attention to what they regarded as a foreign invasion and a threat to national security. n84 A leaflet surfaced
in April 2000 that invited volunteers to park their recreational vehicles on Arizona border ranches and to
help patrol them as part of the "American Way Team" while "enjoying the great southwestern desert at the
same time." n85 In late 2000, volunteers in Texas formed the organization Ranch Rescue and solicited for
"volunteers from all over the USA" to help protect border ranches from trespassing immigrants. n86
The most prominent Arizona vigilante ranchers are brothers Roger and Donald Barnett who patrolled a
22,000 acre ranch with binoculars, an M-16 automatic rifle, and a tracking dog.n87 In 2000, they boasted
of capturing as many as 170 "illegals" in one day and turning them over to federal authorities. n88 As
Roger Barnett described his quarry:
They move across the desert like a centipede, 40 or 50 people at a time ... You always get one or two [of
those caught] that are defiant ... One fellow tried to get up and walk away, saying we're not Immigration.
So I slammed him back down and took his photo. "Why'd you do that?," the illegal says, all surprised.
"Because we want you to go home with a before picture and an after picture - that is, after we beat the shit
outta you." You can bet he started behavin' then.n89
Although Latina/o immigrants have been the primary targets of vigilante violence directed at Latinas/os,
this violence reaches all corners of Latina/o life in the United States. In early 2002, for example, dozens of
Latina/o lawyers along with activists and community groups throughout the United States, received a hate
letter ending with, "And by the way, watch out for the white [*1175] powdery stuff in this envelope."n90
Each envelope contained white powdery granules that tested negative for anthrax. n91
The government's response to the terrorist events of September 11 will only aggravate the public's
inclination to assume its role as vigilantes, enforcing media-fueled conceptions of legal obligations and the
public good. Unfortunately, this vigilante climate will ensnare many innocent parties, including Latinas/os.
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Because undocumented immigrants are portrayed as a national security threat, as would-be terrorists, it is
likely that the public will see its role as extending to the enforcement of open-ended anti-immigrant
agendas.n92 In this frenzied public and private hunt for would-be terrorists and those who might aid them,
vigilante ranchers in the Southwest, rather than being criticized for [*1176] abusing the human rights of
vulnerable immigrants, might be valorized as heroes helping to control border "security breaches." Citizens
employing profiling to harass those with Latina/o appearances by seeking to confirm their citizenship might
be seen as carrying out the vital function of ensuring that those present in the United States who appear to
be foreigners are not interlopers with terrorist agendas. In President Bush's 2002 State of the Union
Address, he called upon the "eyes and ears of alert citizens" to help defend against terrorism.n93 Bush gave
the example of the airline crew and passengers who subdued the so-called shoe bomber. Such requests for
airline passengers to assist in detecting and preventing terrorist plots serve to deputize the public in law
enforcement practices. Will the events of September 11 revive the Airport Posse patrols, with Latinas/os
among their primary targets?
Further, consider the implications of Bush's call for citizens to look and listen alertly. Harboring false
conceptions of Latinas/os as unpatriotic, as criminally inclined, as drug smugglers and drug users, and as
predominantly non-citizen and even "illegal," our citizenry might be inclined to direct their eyes toward
those of a stereotypical Latina/o appearance. At the same time, their ears may be alerted to the speaking of
Spanish as the mark of a secretive terrorist plot (or at least as indicating a scheme to "rob the place").
Already the subject of public suspicion and of doubt over their patriotism, Latinas/os can expect greater
scrutiny in not just the eyes and ears, but in the minds of the American citizenry.
III
Reimagining Nationhood in the Wake of September 11
In the chaos following the September 11 tragedies, Americans sought desperate comfort in the idea of
nationhood, if only as defined by unity against a common enemy. It seems evident that [*1177] even
before September 11 we were struggling with articulating a common vision of what it means to be
American. For some, anti-immigrant sentiments in the 1990s forged a narrow Eurocentric vision of
nationhood based on commonalities of history and heritage that viewed immigrants as disruptive antination forces. September 11 bolstered proponents of this ancestral unity.n94 By contrast to homegrown
terrorism by such operatives as Timothy McVeigh, these latest atrocities could be blamed on immigrants,
on foreigners, on "Others" n95 - on those who speak different languages, practice different religions, and
adhere to different traditions, customs, and mores than those an ancestral vision would countenance. Under
this homogenous conception of nationhood, the racial profiling of nation-threats, the strengthening of
assimilative pressures, and the militarizing of borders all appear natural policies toward ensuring ancestral
and cultural unity.
Here, I add my voice to the faint chorus of those seeking to articulate a new expansive vision of nationhood
- one of cultural diversity. As Bill Ong Hing has described it, this multicultural definition of America and
Americans must "embrace differences rather than attack them. It must respect diversity rather than
disregard it. It must appeal to a sense of unity that incorporates multiculturalism rather than the illusion of
Eurocentric unity ... ."n96 Consistent with such a vision, Americans must forge a humanistic unity marked
by the respect of different cultures and their contribution to America, a recognition of human rights, and an
acknowledgment of the invigorating effects of immigration. This multicultural vision of nationhood would
regard racial profiling with great suspicion, would consider the human consequences of militarizing and
securing borders on immigrants drawn to the United States by employment opportunities rather than by evil
intent, and would resist the pressures of assimilation [*1178] that purport to pronounce one culture and
language as superior and the rest as anti-American and subversive.
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In a nation valuing multiculturalism and human rights, the constitutional rights of due process and freedom
from unreasonable search and seizure would not so readily be tossed onto the bonfire of rights flaring since
September 11. In this post-September 11 climate of intolerance and self-censorship in which those
questioning the wisdom of the war on terrorism and the military campaign against Iraq are regarded as
terrorists themselves, the protections of the First Amendment seem distant. By contrast, a nation valuing
cultural diversity would view hate speech directed at subordinated groups as unacceptable in a multicultural
society - indeed, as domestic terrorism striking at the core of America's multicultural soul.
While reimagining nationhood, we must look beyond our national borders. Latina/o commentators Patrisia
Gonzales and Roberto Rodriguez have reminded us that we hold the "opportunity not simply to ask what it
means to be an American and what kind of nation we want to live in."n97 As well, we "face a historic
opening to explore what it means to be human and what kind of world we want to live in." n98 Best wishes
for peace.
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